
Toward Compact Monotonically CompositionalInterlingua Using Lexical AspectBonnie J. Dorr, Mari Broman Olsen, and Scott C. ThomasInstitute for Advanced Computer StudiesUniversity of MarylandCollege Park, MD, USA 20742{bonnie,molsen,scthmas}@umiacs.umd.eduAbstractWe describe a theoretical investigation into the semantic space de-scribed by our interlingua (IL), which currently has 191 main verb classesdivided into 434 subclasses, represented by 237 distinct Lexical Con-ceptual Structures (LCSs). Using the model of aspect in Olsen (1994;1997)|monotonic aspectual composition|we have identi�ed 71 aspectu-ally basic subclasses that are associated with one or more of 68 aspectuallynon-basic classes via some lexical (\type-shifting") rule (Bresnan, 1982;Pinker, 1984; Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995). This allows us to re-�ne the IL and address certain computational and theoretical issues atthe same time. (1) From a linguistic viewpoint, the expected bene�tsinclude a re�nement of the aspectual model in (Olsen, 1994; Olsen, 1997)(which provides necessary but not su�cient conditions for aspectual com-position), and a re�nement of the verb classi�cations in (Levin, 1993); wealso expect our approach to eventually produce a systematic de�nition(in terms of LCSs and compositional operations) of the precise meaningcomponents responsible for Levin's classi�cation. (2) Computationally,the lexicon is made more compact.1 IntroductionIn this paper we describe a theoretical investigation into the semantic space de-scribed by our interlingua (IL). We wish to restrict our lexicon to the most basiclexical structures (as described below), deriving the rest by a small set of lexicalrules. To do this, we make direct use of the model of aspect in Olsen (1994;1997), further described in Section 3, in order to �nd the pairs of verb classesthat are compositionally related by aspect (Section 4). The aspectual relation,in turn, points us in the direction of a systematic account of the components ofmeaning that determine the classi�cation of verbs in (Levin, 1993). Determiningthe most e�ective lexical representations and rules for de�ning the verb lexiconcomprise the next step of this investigation (Section 5). First we describe ourinterlingual representation and its role in the handling of lexical variation, bothwithin a language and across languages.1



2 Interlingual Lexical Conceptual StructuresOur approach to machine translation (MT) employs lexical conceptual structures(LCSs) (Dorr et al., 1993; Dowty, 1979; Guerssel et al., 1985)|an augmentedform of (Jackendo�, 1983; Jackendo�, 1990)|as the basis of an interlingua. AnLCS is designed to be a language-independent, compositional representation,making use of primitives (GO, BE, STAY, etc.), types (Event, State, Path,etc.), and �elds (Loc(ational), Temp(oral), Poss(essional), Ident(i�cational),Perc(eptual), etc.). There are currently 434 subclasses of verbs, representedby 237 distinct LCSs in our lexicon. LCSs serve as an interlingua in two appli-cations: machine translation (Dorr et al., 1993) and foreign language tutoring(Dorr et al., 1995; Sams, 1993; Weinberg et al., 1995).The use of LCS as an interlingua|re�ned in accordance with aspectualconsiderations (as described below)|enables us to provide a systematic treat-ment of cases where the composition of basic lexical structures with tempo-ral/aspectual components accommodates both within-language and cross-languagevariation.Consider the following English sentences:(1) (i) John vacationed at home.(ii) John spent his vacation at home.(iii) John stayed at home during his vacation.Each of these three sentences corresponds to the following LCS:(2) (stay loc (john) (at loc (john) (home))(for temp (*head*) (vacation)))For (1)(i), the LCS is derived directly from the lexical entry for vacation,whereas for (1)(ii) and (iii), the LCS is derived compositionally from the follow-ing two sub-components:(3) (i) (stay loc (john) (at loc (john) (home)))(ii) (for temp (*head*) (vacation))Since there is no equivalent Spanish verb for the English verb vacation, theLCS in (2) corresponds to sentences such as John se pas�o las vacaciones encasa (`John spent his vacation at home') or John se qued�o en casa durantelas vacaciones (`John stayed at home during vacation'), i.e., the Spanish casewould be derived compositionally, in the same way that the �rst two Englishsentences above are dervied. While other approaches (e.g., (Nirenburg et al.,1992)) provide mechanisms for handling such cases, the approach described heredi�ers in that it supports a systematic association|monotonic composition|ofbasic templates to their composed counterparts, requiring only the existence ofa small set of lexical rules.1 The next section describes the relation betweenLCS and lexical aspect.1It should also be noted that using the LCS-based approach supports large-scale acquisition2



Aspectual Class Telic Dynamic Durative ExamplesState + know, haveActivity + + march, paintAccomplishment + + + destroyAchievement + + notice, winTable 1: Privative Featural Identi�cation of Aspectual Classes3 Lexical AspectFollowing Olsen (1997), we use lexical aspect to refer to the situation typedenoted by the verb alone, or combined with other sentential constituents. Verbsare assigned to lexical aspect classes, as in Table 1, based on their behavior ina variety of syntactic and semantic frames that focus on these features. (Olsen,1997, pp. 32{33).As a number of researchers have pointed out (Dowty, 1979; Moens and Steed-man, 1988; Olsen, 1994; Pustejovsky, 1991; Smith, 1991; Verkuyl, 1972; Verkuyl,1993), verbs appear to have multiple aspectual types, depending on (and seem-ingly \coerced" by) the presence of other sentential constituents, such as thoseintroduced by the alternations cataloged by Levin (1993). Olsen constrainsthis \type-shifting" by allowing only monotonic composition of privative lexi-cal aspect features (+/; instead of +/-/;); features are added but not deleted.For instance, a state may become an activity (by adding [+dynamic]), and anactivity may become an accomplishment (by adding [+telic]).Dorr and Olsen (1997) investigate the relationship between the lexical aspectof verbs, alone and in sentential contexts, and LCSs whose construction is guidedby the alternations in Levin (1993). A simple example of the relationship isshown by the Fill Verbs (Class 9.8 (Levin, 1993)), which appear in the atelicstate LCS in (4), as well as the telic event LCS in (5).2(4) Tinsel covered the tree.(be ident (* thing 2)(at ident (thing 2) (!!-ed 9))(with poss (*head*) (* thing 16)))(5) I covered the tree with tinsel.of lexicons for multiple languages for NLP applications; see, e.g., (Dorr, 1997; Dorr, Toappear).2The numbers in the LCSs stand for theta-roles: 1 = agent, 2 = theme, etc. `!!' stands infor the actual verb (the `constant'), e.g., the token filled for the verb �ll .3



(cause (* thing 1)(be ident (* thing 2)(at ident (thing 2) (!!-ed 9)))((* with 15) poss (*head*) (thing 16)))In this case the compositionality implicit in Levin's listed alternations (1993)is readily handled by Jackendo� (1983)-style LCSs: these templates are clearlyrelated by subsumption, with (4) embedded in (5). It also mirrors the aspectstructure found in Dorr and Olsen (1997): this instance of causativization coin-cides with a change in aspect.For many verb classes, however, it is possible to come up with several di�er-ent, equally plausible LCSs, focusing on di�erent aspects of the class semantics.Consider the following LCSs, representing two uses of the Manner Subclass ofWipe Verbs (Class 10.4.1):(6) I bu�ed the oor.(cause (* thing 1)(go ident (* thing 2)(toward ident (thing 2)(at ident (thing 2) (!!-ed 9)))))(7) I bu�ed the scu� marks o� the oor.(cause (* thing 1)(go loc (* thing 2)((* [away_from] 3) loc (thing 2)([on] loc (thing 2) (thing 4))))(!!-ingly 26))Scu� marks becomes the theme and o� the oor a source PP, and the atelicverb in (6) becomes telic in (7). By their structure alone, it is not apparent thatthese LCSs should be related by lexical rules; and in fact, there are many classesthat are plausibly represented by (6), but not necessarily lexically related to aclass with an LCS like (7).Many of the representations like (6) were changed to reect (a)telicity (seeDorr and Olsen (1997)). This produces LCSs that appear even farther fromthere telic counterparts compositionally, thought of in terms (simple) transfor-mations on the atelic form. Our new version of (6) is given here:(8) I bu�ed the oor.(act loc (* thing 1)(on loc (thing 1) (* thing 2))(!!-ingly 26)) 4



Next we describe how our (new) systematic link between LCSs and aspect wasused to induce the desired compositional relation on the set of LCSs. This hasthe advantage of producing a (compact) lexicon that is systematically integratedwith composition operations that are theoretically motivated.4 Aspectual CompositionAs mentioned above, our database was re�ned to allow lexical aspect (state vs.event, durative vs. punctiliar, and (a)telicity) to be inferred from LCSs (Dorrand Olsen, 1997). A version of the algorithm described there partitions the LCSsinto subsets according to aspect, producing a partition of singly-marked LCSs(states), doubly-marked ones (activities or achievements) and fully marked ones(accomplishments). (Refer back to Table 1.) We then examine Levin's classesof verbs, to see if the alternations that apply to them received LCSs of di�eringaspect, with one set of aspectual features a proper subset of the other. If so, wetake it to be the case that the subclass with the latter feature set is derived bya lexical rule from the subclass with the �rst feature set.Aspect set inclusion within verb class induces a relation on this set of 237LCSs that is de�ned by 109 pairs of LCSs: 71 aspectually basic subclasses arepaired with one or more of 68 composed classes; at least 175 subclasses may berelated by a lexical rule, but do not show a monotonic change in aspect. Asre�nement of the LCSs progresses, additional features will be mechanically readfrom, or introduced into, the LCSs, which will further partition the set, andincrease the compositionality.5 Deriving Lexical RulesThe relation mentioned above is many-to-many on the current set of LCSs|anda 1-to-many or many-to-1 relation is already problematic for the formulationof lexical rules, if lexical rules are be de�ned strictly in terms of conceptualstructure. More than one state LCS expands compositionally to the followingactivity LCS, to which 24 of Levin's verb classes were assigned (in whole or inpart):(9) I carried it (for an hour).(act loc (* thing 1)(on loc (thing 1) (* thing 2))(!!-ingly 26))This in turn expands into several di�erent accomplishment LCSs, depending onthe verb class. Consider the following (for Slide and Carry Verbs, (Classes 11.2and 11.4): 5



(10) I carried/slid her a beer.(cause (* thing 1)(go loc (* thing 2)((* to 5) loc (thing 2) (at loc (thing 2) (thing 6)))((* from 3) loc (thing 2) (at loc (thing 2) (thing 4))))(!!-ingly 26))This corresponds as well to syntactic/semantic frames such as I sent/brought/droveher a beer (11.1, 11.3 and 11.5, respectively) andThe gentleman bussed/drove/danced/ranthe kids to school (Classes 51.4.1, 51.4.2, 51.3.2, 51.5, 51.4.2). These do not alldecompose into the same LCS, because they do not all participate in the sameatelic frame. Consider: He carried/?sent/?brought the package for an hour.Thus, it is one thing to design LCSs that closely reect class semantics, andanother thing to provide a systematic account of verb behavior via the LCSs,in which there is a clear relationship between some aspect of the conceptualstructure and the use or non-use of a corresponding verb in some alternation.Table 2 lists the basic LCSs in use in an abbreviated form, and connectionsfound via our aspectual analysis. The �rst column lists the current number ofsuch connections; the second column lists the number connections from a basicLCS that do not show a change in aspect.3 This should be taken as roughindication of the plausible basic LCSs and connections that are easily read fromLevin's classi�cation.We note that a handful of the primitive-�eld combinations are \under-shifted." Of the 78 total number of possible primitive-�eld combinations, 29occur in the database|the ones marked with \Y" in Table 3, and of these,six basic forms (BE Circ, GO Circ, GO Exist, GO EXT Loc, STAY Circ, andSTAY Exist) do not shift into non-basic structures. For example, Avoid Verbs(avoid, dodge, duck, elude, evade, shun, sidestep) do not shift into the causativecounterpart STAY Circ. Examination of why these do not shift, whether dueto omissions in Levin or impossible lexical rules, will be conducted in futureresearch.In addition to this observation, it is clear from the results above that sharedLCSs points to needed re�nements in Levin's verb classi�cation. This may bethe case for the group of Class 51 verbs above|verbs that name only a manner ofmotion, which Levin put into di�erent classes for mostly non-syntactic reasons.This, then would be a case where the distinguishing features Levin gives areactually more inert linguistically, and not part of the semantic `structure', the3There are also 129 subclasses that were assigned just one LCS (and do not share verbswith any other subclass). These include classes of verbs that appear with a range of prepo-sitions, but otherwise don't show much syntactic variation (such as the Class 9 Verbs ofPutting: put it in/under there, on/under/near the chair, etc) and some that have an LCSwith an optional substructure, usually corresponding to a prepositional phrase; these are alsoaspectually unvarying. 6



Number of Number ofCurrent Remaining Basic Non-BasicConnections Connections LCS LCS19 32 (act loc) ! (cause go ident)29 ! (cause go loc)3 ! (cause go perc)5 15 (act perc) ! (cause go perc)5 (be exist) ! (act loc)1 ! (cause go ident)10 3 (be ident) ! (act loc)7 ! (cause be ident)5 ! (cause go ident)2 ! (cause go perc)1 ! (let be ident)4 5 (be loc) ! (act loc)4 19 (be perc) ! (act perc)1 (be poss) ! (cause be loc)2 3 (go ident) ! (cause go ident)1 ! (cause go perc)1 11 (go loc) ! (cause go ident)2 ! (cause go loc)6 11 (go perc) ! (cause go perc)1 1 (stay loc) ! (cause stay loc)Table 2: A Set of (Abbreviated) LCSs for Levin's Verb Classes
7



Primitive FieldCirc Exist Ident Loc Perc PossACT N N N Y Y NBE Y N Y Y Y YGO Y Y Y Y Y NGO EXT N N N Y N NSTAY Y Y N Y N NCAUSE BE Y N Y Y N NCAUSE GO N Y Y Y Y YCAUSE GO EXT N N N N N NCAUSE STAY N N Y Y Y NLET BE N N Y N N NLET GO N N N N N YLET GO EXT N N N N N NLET STAY N N N N N NTable 3: 29 Primitive-Field combinations in LCS DatabaseLCS in this case (Grimshaw, 1993; Pinker, 1989; Levin and Rappaport Hovav,To appear). Further examination will determine which of the classes named byLevin were, in fact, semantically based in the relevant way. We are currentlyinvestigating a number of possible inert features that appear to inuence aspec-tual shifts: (1) lexical blocking|cases where another lexical item is available toaccommodate the aspectual shift, e.g., be vs. become; (2) syntactic variations,e.g., exist vs. existing ; (3) lexical-semantic classes, .e.g, nonmotion activitiesare less likely to become accomplishments; and (4) cross-linguistic variation|French activities are less likely to become accomplishments.6 ConclusionsAspectual information has proven to be useful in contributing to the IL de-velopment in at least two areas. From the linguistic standpoint, it allows are�nement of the aspect model in Olsen (1994; 1997) which provided neces-sary but not su�cient conditions for aspectual composition. It already permitsa systematic re�nement of the verb classi�cations in Levin (1993), and con-tributes to a systematic speci�cation of the meaning components (via LCSs andtheir composition, or via verb classes and their theoretical composition), whichultimately determine that classi�cation. From the computational perspective,this approach will reduce the lexicon (to the most aspectually simple LCSs,currently) and at the same time, more properly constrain its compositional pos-sibilities. 8
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